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ABSTRACT
For an increasing number of companies, methods and technologies to promote efficient project management are becoming critical
success factors. An essential prerequisite of successful project management is the fast availability of proper knowledge. Current project
management tools focus on planning and monitoring particular projects. They are not designed to develop a corporate project
knowledge base. On the other hand, systems that deal with the representation and dissemination of knowledge lack specific concepts to
structure knowledge about projects. To fill this gap, this paper introduces an architecture of a project memory and management system
that provides for storing, retrieving and disseminating knowledge about projects. It thereby helps project managers, project workers
and others involved with a project to plan and monitor projects as well as to prepare for particular tasks within projects. The
architecture features various layers that allow to store, re-use and view knowledge on different levels of abstraction. The layers are
based on comprehensive semantic models thereby allowing for powerful queries and instructions.

INTRODUCTION
In a global economy with ever-increasing competition and

decreasing product life cycles, project management is becoming
more and more important [Gray00]. For companies to stay com-
petitive it is not sufficient to adapt their organisational structure to
the needs of project management. In order to increase the produc-
tivity of projects, purposeful and thorough management of knowl-
edge is a crucial factor. This is especially due to the fact that on
termination all the project members’ collaborative knowledge falls
apart, its context ceases to exist, hence, project knowledge poten-
tially dangles unproductive or gets lost for the organisation. This is
a challenge that recommends a set of measures to be taken: Human
resource planning, developing appropriate ‘project cultures’, and
last, but not least, specialized knowledge management that is aimed
at collecting, storing and disseminating knowledge gained about
projects. There is no doubt that, in addition to social and psycho-
logical aspects, information technology - if applied in a sensitive
way - can be a very effective driver of successful knowledge man-
agement. Current project management tools focus on planning and
monitoring particular projects. They are not designed to develop a
corporate project knowledge base. On the other hand, systems
that deal with the representation and dissemination of knowledge,
like decision support systems, management information systems,
document management systems, groupware systems or
organisational memory systems lack specific concepts to structure
knowledge about projects. This situation indicates that there is
need for specialized knowledge management systems to support
project management – an assumption which is backed by publica-
tions that emphasize the demand for software to assist knowledge
intensive project work, particular to the consulting industry
([HNT99], [Sarv99]). In this paper we present an architecture of a
system we call project memory and management systems (PMMS)
that is intended to fill this gap.

The concept of a PMMS was inspired by previous work on
enterprise modelling, knowledge management systems (KMS), and
a project we currently carry out with a number of small and me-
dium sized enterprises (SME). During the last years we have de-
veloped a method for enterprise modelling called MEMO [Fran97].
It is aimed at providing for a set of integrated models each of which
covers a particular perspective on an enterprise (like ‘strategy’,
‘organisation’, ‘information system’). For this purpose, MEMO
includes an extensible set of modelling languages, like an object-
oriented language to model information (MEMO-OML, [Fran98])
or a language to model organisational structures and business pro-
cesses (MEMO-OrgML——, for an overview of the modelling
languages see [Fran99]). An instantiated enterprise model can be
regarded as a repository of corporate knowledge, which can be
accessed from different perspectives. It includes all relevant pro-
cess types, organisational units, resources etc. The MEMO lan-
guage architecture proved to offer a reasonable conceptual founda-
tion for the design of knowledge management systems [Fran00].

It makes perfect sense to deploy knowledge management
technologies in large companies to foster the collection and dis-
semination of knowledge that would otherwise be inaccessible to
most of the employees. But even in small companies appropriate
technologies of this kind would be of great help. This at least is an
insight we gained from various projects we carry out with SMEs.
One of those projects funded by the Foundation for Innovation at
the Ministry for Commerce Rheinland-Pfalz is focussing on IT
support for project management in SMEs. We found that in SMEs
there is a high demand for systems that provide relevant knowl-
edge about projects. This is due to limited human resources, the
prominent position of the owner and his intuitive knowledge. For
these reasons, one of the project’s goals is to develop a prototypi-
cal system to support project related knowledge management in
SMEs.
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To reflect these considerations and findings, a PMMS should
provide for storing, retrieving and disseminating knowledge and
data about projects. It should thereby support project managers,
project workers and others involved with a project to plan and
monitor projects as well as to prepare for particular tasks within
projects.

REQUIREMENTS
In order to distinguish PMMS from related software types,

such as project management software, project management infor-
mation systems [Mere95] or organisational memory systems, we
will develop more specific requirements. Although this work was
in part motivated by the insights we gained on SMEs, the follow-
ing considerations should be valid for large companies, too.

Prerequisite: Extra Value for Users
Numerous people may be involved and/or interested in a

project. At first site, the corresponding roles mainly include project
managers and project workers. But potential users of a PMMS
could also be line managers (who may have to provide resources),
suppliers, customers, external consultants etc. All of these roles
may range from novice to expert level. For a PMMS to be an
attractive alternative to existing software, manuals and training, it
is essential that it provides an additional value for its prospective
users. To depict this field, we will consider a number of questions
and instructions a PMMS should be able to answer faster, better
and more reliable than existing alternatives.

••••• Is there a generic structure that can be applied for any
project?

• What are the resource types generally to be taken into
account for planning a project or projects of a certain
purpose or type?

• Are there any critical success factors?
• What are promising approaches to render projects in an

intuitive way?
• What cost categories should be differentiated in general

to provide for powerful project accounting/controlling?
• How can a project be integrated with an existing

organisational structure?
• What are relevant features of qualification a project

manager should have?
• Select all employees who are qualified to manage a certain

project type.
• What is the average deviation of cost and time from the

original targets in a certain project type?
••••• Is the company able to complete a particular project

within a certain time frame?
• Suggest a team of possibly available employees that

would form an efficient team for a certain type of project.
• What are the most frequent reasons for project failures –

in our company and related industries in general?
• Is Jim Clark an efficient and reliable team worker?
• What is the current state of project X?
• What are appropriate measures to optimise cost or time

in project X?
• Was the customer satisfied with the outcome of project

Y?
• What is the relevant knowledge we gained from project

Y?
Analysing these questions reveals that we are dealing with

different levels of abstraction. Some questions are concerned with
projects in general while others focus on special project types or
even on peculiarities of a particular project. In addition to answer-

ing questions or performing instructions, a PMMS should also
foster communication between those involved in a project. Often
the members of a project do not share the same professional, edu-
cational or cultural background. This is especially the case for
projects that involve many companies on an international scale. In
order to avoid friction caused by misunderstandings and deviating
methods, common standards are required: For organising projects
(roles, responsibilities etc.), for project accounting, for structuring
and indicating resources. A PMMS should serve as a repository to
store and manage the corresponding concepts in a consistent way.

Economic Consideration: Emphasis on Re-use and
Adaptability

The questions and instructions demonstrated in the previ-
ous section indicate that the content of a PMMS is only in part
specific to a particular company. It also includes knowledge, which
can be found in textbooks. This relates to general concepts (‘What
is a project?’), but also to more specialized knowledge about cer-
tain project types – for instance about planning software develop-
ment projects. From an economic point of view it is recommended
to equip a PMMS with this generic body of knowledge. This
requires an appropriate terminology. One of the difficulties we
found while studying project management was the wide interpret-
ability of terms and their definitions. Taking a look at milestones,
Litke e.g. defines them as the end of a phase with a scheduled
result. This milestone is reached only when the given result has
been approved by the quality control [Litk95]. The decision of
where it is appropriate to have a milestone is left to the manager.
Type and number of milestones are to be suitable for the type and
risk of the project. In contrast a milestone can also be seen as an
easily identifiable key activity or event at the boundary between
phases of a project and should coincide with the completion of
each package of the WBS [Lock96]. While milestones can also be
seen more flexible as a natural, important control point in time, that
are easily identifiable by the participants [Gray00]. For this rea-
son, it is essential for a PMMS to introduce an appropriate termi-
nology to store generic knowledge and to guide the consistent
collection of further knowledge.

Sometimes the concepts provided by a PMMS will not sat-
isfy individual requirements. Maybe a given project type does not
entirely reflect the situation in a particular company – or there is
no predefined project type that comes close to a required one. In
these cases, a PMMS should allow to define own concepts (like
customized project types). To avoid conceptual redundancy, it
should be possible to build on existing knowledge – for instance by
specializing existing concepts.

Consequence: Need for Multiple Levels of Abstraction
The requirements we have discussed so far suggest that a

PMMS has to be based on elaborate concepts that help to struc-
ture existing knowledge and guide the user with organizing new
insights about project management. In addition to that it should
cover different levels of abstraction. Sometimes it will be sufficient
to retrieve a description of a project that provides only an outline
of the temporal relationships between high-level tasks. In other
cases it may be important to get a comprehensive description of
every task within the project as well as the required resources. A
PMMS should feature different layers to support the user with
differentiating these various levels of abstraction and to take ad-
vantage of (re-use) relationship between concepts on various lev-
els. In addition to different conceptual levels, the system should
satisfy diverse preferences to view concepts – for instance by
supporting various diagram types used to render projects.
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THE ARCHITECTURE
The following architecture reflects the requirements outlined

above. It is inspired by the architecture we used for the implemen-
tation of MEMO Center, the tool that accompanies MEMO
[Fran94]. The architecture assigns different levels of conceptual
abstraction to different layers. In addition to these content layers,
it includes a presentation layer. The differentiation of three content
layers serves to promote a high level of re-use and flexibility.

The ontology level layer, which one could also call ‘generic
level layer’, represents the highest level of abstraction. It includes
an object-oriented reconstruction of basic terms/concepts that are
suited to describe projects or knowledge about projects. The do-
main level layer serves to capture knowledge about specific project
types in certain domains. This includes specifications of project
structures, the required resources, roles, specific documents etc.
Only the project layer level serves to represent particular project
instances. While in principle any of the layers may be modified,
users should avoid changing the ontology level layer: Modifica-
tions to the ontology level layer jeopardize the integrity of the
models on the domain level layer.

The presentation level layer includes an extensible set of
editors and viewers that allow accessing certain parts of the vari-
ous content layers. The editors and viewers are assigned to certain
types of diagrams and documents. Notice that the architecture
puts emphasis on conceptual aspects. It does not take into account
aspects like distribution or persistence. Fig. 1 gives an overview of
the architecture. Each layer will be described in more detail below.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the architecture

features would be nice to have, meta models imply a restriction
that would cause a severe drawback for our purpose: A meta model
specifies how to define a project type (like the UML meta model
specifies how to define a class within an object model), but it does
not allow to specify features that are common to all project in-
stances. But this is exactly what we want to do according to the
rule outlined above: Any feature that applies to all instances of all
project types belongs on the ontology level layer. For instance,
every single project starts and terminates at a certain time.

The second option to model the ontology level layer is to use
abstract classes that constitute a generic body of knowledge about
projects. In order to allow for more specific ‘memory structures’
for certain project types, these abstract classes can be specialized
into classes that reside on the domain level layer. Using a special-
ization instead of an instantiation relationship between the ontol-
ogy level layer and the domain level layer allows specifying fea-
tures that are valid for any possible project instance already on the
ontology level layer. For this reason we decided on a specialization
relationship. Unfortunately this approach has its pitfalls, too. While
specializing associated classes (Project and Role in Fig. 2) is a
powerful abstraction (it corresponds to the ‘Abstract Factory Pat-
tern’ in [Gam+95]), it may lead to the notorious covariance prob-
lem (for possible solutions see [Meye97]). A further problem
relates directly to the purpose of a PMMS, namely storing knowl-
edge about projects. For this purpose it is essential not only to
describe particular projects according to a certain conceptual struc-
ture, but also to store insights/information about a project type.
This, however, is not possible with classes that represent sets of
project instances. For example, one could not express a feature like
‘averageDuration’ of all projects of a certain type. To allow for this
important level of abstraction, we enhanced the model with

Fig. 2: Excerpt from the object model of the ontology level layer

THE ONTOLOGY LEVEL LAYER
To separate the ontology level layer from the domain level

layer, we applied the following rule: Any concepts/propositions
that apply to all types of projects should be located on the ontol-
ogy level layer. Concepts that are specific to a limited set of projects
belong to the domain level layer. Unfortunately, there are no theo-
ries available about projects that would provide a comprehensive
set of propositions valid for all projects. Therefore the content of
the ontology level layer is currently restricted to generic defini-
tions of relevant terms, like project, resource, etc. There are two
distinct options to model this layer. A meta model would allow to
define a language to describe project types – including relevant
resource types, role types etc. This language would then be used
on the domain level layer to define a specific project type as an
instance of the meta model. A meta model approach has the advan-
tage to allow for a high level of flexibility. It also supports the
construction of (at least syntactically) valid models. While these
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THE PROJECT LEVEL LAYER
The project level layer consists of objects that store infor-

mation about particular projects according to the specification of
the classes on the domain level layer. Therefore its main purpose is
to support the monitoring of projects. In addition to that it con-
tributes also to the knowledge management function of a PMMS.
While we would not regard descriptions of singular projects as
general knowledge, they are an important source of knowledge
creation. The generalisation of experience gained in singular projects
recommends employees with a specialized qualification. For com-
panies that conduct a large number of projects, automated, search
for common patterns can provide valuable hints for those employ-
ees. The rich structure of the concepts a PMMS is based on pro-
viding a promising prerequisite for corresponding inductive proce-
dures. Together with the other content layers, the project level
layer fosters learning processes by supporting individual cognitive
preferences. A user can access a PMMS either on the project level
layer or on a higher level of abstraction. Afterwards he may want
to drill down to concrete examples or get a more general view.
Provided they are initialised appropriately, the three content lay-
ers of a PMMS allow handling all the questions and instructions
listed above in a satisfactory way.

THE PRESENTATION LEVEL LAYER
Like any other interactive system a PMMS needs a user

interface. To satisfy different perspectives on its content, the pre-
sentation level layer includes an extensible set of editors and view-
ers. They allow to edit or view diagrams of various types (for
instance: Work breakdown structures or network diagrams) as well
as various types of documents. Usually, common diagram types
can be applied to represent project types as well as project in-
stances. Documents can be used for any content level. Additional
object models that refer to the corresponding classes on the con-
tent layers define the semantics and abstract syntax of a diagram
type. The concrete syntax (graphical notation) is in part defined
by graphical symbols that can be selected by a user to customize
the graphical representation of a diagram type.

While the various users of a PMMS may want to decide for
different editors/viewers, they should always see the same state of
the system. For this purpose the presentation level layer and the
content layers interact according to the model view controller para-
digm: The content layers serve as model, while the presentation

metaclasses. A metaclass serves to describe features of a class,
which would be its only instance. Hence, it is possible to express
that ‘numberOfInstances’ or ‘averageDuration’ are features of a
certain project type (represented by a class).

 
Except for Industry

all classes on this layer are abstract classes that need to be refined
on the domain level layer. Fig. 2 shows a simplified excerpt of the
object model (in UML notation) that is the conceptual foundation
of the ontology level layer. It also shows a few metaclasses that
correspond to classes with the same name. The instance of a
metaclass is initialised on the layer the class belongs to.

The implementation of metaclasses depends on the concepts
provided by the implementation level languages. Implementation
is convenient with languages like Smalltalk that feature metaclasses.
Otherwise one might define special classes with a sole instance
that serves to represent features of a class. In addition to that one
has to protect the semantic integrity of the relationship between a
virtual meta class and the corresponding class.

THE DOMAIN LEVEL LAYER
This layer serves to create, edit and store domain specific

knowledge, hence, knowledge about certain types of projects and
the related types of resources, roles etc. The domain level layer
includes a number of project types. They are specified by special-
izing the required classes from corresponding abstract classes on
the ontology level layer and by instantiating objects from Industry.
In addition to predefined project types, the users of a PMMS may
add further types by specializing existing classes. For users of a
PMMS it can be very helpful to navigate to project types that are
similar to a given type. Since we did not find a convincing formal

concept of similarity (looking at common features is certainly not
enough), we decided to leave it to those who create or maintain the
domain level layer. They may associate two project types as being
similar.

The conceptualisation of projects used on the ontology level
layer bears obvious similarity to the conceptualisation of (busi-
ness) processes. Therefore it seems reasonable to deploy tech-
nologies that are used to support business processes, such as
workflow management systems, also for projects. That requires
identifying common abstractions of projects and processes or –
more straightforward – to map concepts used to describe projects
to those used for the description of processes. Workflow manage-
ment systems seem to be an appropriate technology to support
project management. The architecture of workflow management
systems proposed by the Workflow Management Coalition
(WfMC) includes a ‘workflow engine’ that controls a workflow
according to a declarative specification of a corresponding workflow
type. Fig. 3 shows an example that illustrates how to define a
project type (and the corresponding ‘memory’ structure) and how
to map it to the specification of a workflow type using the Workflow
Process Definition Language (WPDL).

Fig. 3: Object model of a project type and corresponding
workflow specification (excerpts)
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layer includes controller and view. This ensures that every view
(within an editor or viewer) will be transparently informed about
any relevant changes of the model’s state.

USE AND MAINTENANCE
The benefit a company can gain from a PMMS depends

crucially on the quality of the stored knowledge. This recommends
the application of special attention to the maintenance of a system’s
content. The administration effort varies significantly depending
on the level of the architecture. Most users will update the system
only on the project level layer. The elaborate structure guides the
user with entering data in an appropriate way. Hence, there is no
apparent need for additional qualification or further education on
this level.

Maintenance on the domain level layer requires highly quali-
fied employees. Not only that they should have a deep under-
standing of project management. Furthermore they need a well-
developed ability to find proper abstractions. But qualification
may not be enough to give an employee write access to the domain
level layer. To ensure a consistent growth of knowledge it may be
necessary to restrict administration rights for this level to one
administrator only. Obviously, maintenance of the domain level
layer may be not an option for many SMEs. However, it is not
very likely that there is need for change on this level anyway. Even
for those companies with sufficiently qualified employees the ques-
tion remains whether it is economic to modify the domain level
layer or to have an external expert do the job (‘make or buy’). In the
best case there will be reference specifications of many project
types that can be acquired off the shelf or from specialized service
providers. As a default, users should not change the ontology level
layer. This is only an option, if it makes sense for a (large) com-
pany to develop its own project ontology.

The maintenance of a PMMS depends on its use. The more
people enter data on the project level layer, the better are the
chances to detect useful generalisations for the upper level layers.
Also, the more people access the system, the better the quality
management of its content – as long as users have a chance to
report misconceptions they detected. For this reason, it is of cru-
cial importance to establish effective incentives for users of all
layers of a PMMS. Experience with incentives to motivate soft-
ware re-use or the development of reusable artefacts respectively
indicates that quantitative measures (like lines of text entered) tend
to be contra-productive. Instead, it should be a sufficient motiva-
tion for many people to get credit from those they could help with
their input. This can be accomplished by asking a user to rank a
particular piece of knowledge that was provided by somebody
else.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The architecture we proposed in this paper allows to inte-

grate project planning and monitoring with the management of
knowledge about projects. Different from document management
systems that are currently used by some companies to store knowl-
edge about projects, a PMMS features concepts on a much higher
level of semantics. Thereby it allows to handle queries and instruc-
tions that would be out of reach for a text retrieval system. By
separating different levels of abstraction, the architecture supports
a reasonable organisation of knowledge, fosters re-use of existing
generic knowledge and provides guidelines for the maintenance of
knowledge. Therefore a PMMS should be valuable source of knowl-
edge for expert and novice project workers.

Our focus is currently on refining the proposed project on-
tology and expanding its nucleus to an enterprise ontology based

on MEMO [Fran97]. Further we will provide for multi-lingual
dictionaries and support for spatially distributed projects in dif-
ferent languages. At present time the architecture is restricted to
conceptual models. However, we plan a prototypical implementa-
tion (using Smalltalk or Java) to evaluate the concepts in projects
carried out by co-operating SMEs. Within this case study relevant
project management content will be exchanged between participat-
ing companies by encoding selected classes to XML DTDs and
objects to XML documents respectively.
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